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Abstract. The paper presents an application for

to verify the precision of the designed solutions. Ground

generating ground truth data for the purposes of

truth can be generated manually, or by using an automated

video detection and justifies its use in systems

gold standard which provides highly accurate results [14].

which analyze road traffic videos. The useful-

It can provide information on the object’s location, its cur-

ness of described application in the develop-

rent condition, or duration in the current position or con-

ment of video detection software is presented -

dition. Generating ground truth is essential in the veri-

especially during scene configuration and com-

fication of results generated by algorithms. It is used in

parative analysis of video detection results ver-

a wide range of fields, such as medical diagnostics, road

sus ground truth data. The latter is possible due

traffic analysis, crowd behavior analysis, and verification

to simplicity of the result text files generated

of algorithms used in computer games [2]. Ground truth

in a similar way both by the presented applica-

makes it possible to calibrate systems, as well as improv-

tion and by the video detection algorithm. Two

ing the understanding of their mechanisms of action and

exemplary applications of the tool designed to

detecting potential errors. Video analysis systems aim to

generate ground truth data are presented, to-

facilitate decision making, in certain cases making these

gether with a discussion of their construction,

decisions with no human input. They are also differenti-

functionality and abilities.

ated by their purpose for detection, tracking and analysis
of objects and people (for example during accidents or

1

Introduction

fights) [2, 4]. In this paper the software, used primarily

to collect ground truth traffic data (vehicle counts, speed,
Ground truth represents the required results of the action calculation of the length of queues), is presented. After
of an algorithm or an application. It makes it possible
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saving ground truth data the software compares it with obtained by binarization of optical flow modulus calcuthe results generated by the video detector. This software lated from every third frame. Next, after typical image
also supports the process of scene configuration. GTGT preprocessing (morphological operations, deleting small
(Ground Truth Generating Tool) is closely matched to the objects) the segmentation is carried on. It was found that
video detector algorithm. For this reason, in the next sec- after segmentation, there is no guarantee that one vehition a coarse description of the algorithm will be pre- cle complies with a single object. As a result of vehicles
sented. In the following sections other methods of gen- having uniform areas (which do not generate significant
erating ground truth will be discussed. Article is comple- OF values) or becoming obscured by fixed background
mented by the description of the GTGT capabilities and objects, the vehicle image can split into two or more obexamples of GTGT practical utilization.

jects. In turn, vehicles obscuring one another while moving along adjacent lanes may result in images of two or

2

Traffic video detector: the algorithm

more vehicles merging into a single visual object. The
video detector attempts to combine objects that were split

incorrectly and divide those that were merged incorrectly.
The term ’video detector’, used in this article, means a The algorithm operates on a list of objects (representasoftware for the analysis of digital video stream in or- tions of vehicles) containing data such as surface area,
der to calculate the selected traffic parameters (measure- bounding box, and several recent locations of the centre
ments). It is a traditional name, used in many commercial of gravity. These object are traced on subsequent frames
systems [1] and in the papers related to the area of ITS and following cases are examined:
(Intelligent Transportation Systems) [8, 18]. In this sec1. a single object in the list corresponds to single visual
tion the general description of video detector algorithm
is presented. This description is necessary to understand

object on subsequent frame,

the impact of GTGT on the modification of video detector software and scene configuration. The details of the
algorithm can be found in [11]. The task of video detector
is to compute several traffic measurements. These should
be conducted automatically on the basis of a sequence of

2. a single object in the list corresponds to two or more
visual objects on subsequent frame (splitting).
3. two or more objects in the list correspond to single
visual object on subsequent frame (merging).

images from cameras. The aim of the analysis is to calculate:

4. two or more objects in the list correspond to two or

• length of queues of waiting vehicles (in meters or as
a number of vehicles),

more visual objects on subsequent frame (splitting
and merging),

• number of vehicles leaving the intersection in a cer- where the term "corresponds" is understood as the objects
containing a sufficiently large intersection on two consectain direction,
utive frames. The first case is the simplest one: object is
• vehicle speed.

easily tracked. The fourth case occurs very rarely. It is not

The video detector supported by GTGT uses the Horn- analyzed, since the outlay required to study it exceeds the
Schunck method to calculate optical flow (OF). The input frequency of its occurrence many times over. The other
of the video detector algorithm is a binary image. It is cases (2 and 3) involve additional computations such as
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distance analyze, directional dilation, new vehicle detec- a discrepancy between the loop and video, a digital video
tion in order to correct merging and splitting. Traced vehi- was observed to determine the cause of the discrepancy.
cles are counted on user-defined virtual areas of crossroad. Similar experiments, provided in Illinois, are described
Algorithm estimates their speed and measures length of in report [15]. Ground truth data were generated in the
queue ahead of traffic signals. Measured quantities need same way but the experiments concerned effects of conto be verified by objective ground truth data. Such data figuration changes and illumination conditions in the pershould be generated manually (using GTGT), by clicking formance of above mentioned video detection systems, losingle points: the appropriate procedures are described in cated side-by-side.
Section 4. The other GTGT capabilities are presented in
Section 5.

The other tools for generating ground truth, described
in this section, have been developed for video annotation provided by a human operator - manually or semi-

3

Related works

Manual generation of data for video detection is extremely time-consuming. For example, a video sequence
lasting 10 minutes at 30 frames per second (fps) contains
a total of 18,000 frames. The process of analyzing and
recording the results in order to verify the operation of
the video detector would be too time consuming without
a supporting tool. It is also important to maintain precision by enlarging and playing a fragment of the recording, or defining a region of interest. There are many tools
which significantly accelerate and facilitate processing of
a given recording. Almost always the ground truth data

automatically.

The contractors of CAVIAR (Context

Aware Vision using Image-based Active Recognition)
project [10] propose generating ground truth manually as
bounding boxes defining the individuals and groups, as
well as a semantic description of the situation (behavior). Due to the variability of the ground truth observed
e.g. during generating of ground truth for PETS04 video
sequences three different individuals were involved in.
The comprehensive description format of data, saved in
the form of custom grammar, enables precise yet timeconsuming analysis of the video surveillance algorithms
operation.
In [12] the ODVIS (Open Development for Video

are generated by a human operator (annotator). The ex- Surveillance) application is presented, enabling generaception to this rule are studies conducted in the U.S. in tion of ground truth, observation of the video detector
the mid-2000s. In 2003 and 2004, two test beds were operation, and error detection. Data is generated in the
constructed at signalized intersections in Noblesville and form of vectors which define the motion of objects deWest Lafayette, Indiana [18]. Three commercially avail- tected by the video detection algorithm. Errors are preable and widely used video detectors: Autoscope (version sented in three ways: by text, as graphs, or superimposed
8.10), Peek UniTrak (version 2), and Iteris Vantage (Cam- directly onto the recording: this facilitates the analysis of
era CAM-RZ3) were evaluated on the same traffic condi- the operation and capturing critical situations when the
tions. To identify potential errors such as missed pres- video detector fails.
ence calls or false presence calls, the output from each

Authors of [7] propose the GTVT (Ground Truth Ver-

of the video detectors was compared to the output of an ification Tool) for creating ground truth data and to cominductive loop detector. The video detectors were each pute the performance of different video surveillance alconfigured by vendor representatives to replicate the loop gorithms. When applied to traffic video detection GTVT
detector zones as closely as possible. Whenever there was makes it possible to select the area occupied by a vehicle
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and the actual class of the object. Data is generated when it is only possible. But still there is a shortage of universal
the user defines a bounding box or points out the exist- applications that can be adapted easily to specific tasks.
ing one. The latter is generated automatically by using Most tools generates the ground truth of a high level of
blob tracking method. The results are recorded as text. abstraction, using dedicated grammars, semantic descripThere is also an option to calculate the final accuracy of tions or predefined scenarios. In addition high level of dethe surveillance system when given the ground truth. Ver- scription corresponds with at most middle level of image
ification of the results of video detection is more difficult analysis: motion detection and prediction or segmentaif several vehicles are being tracked at the same time.

tion. There are no tools dealing with measurements based

Another tool [13] allows generation of semantic de- on one click pointing. So there is a need to create a new
scriptions semi-automatically. The software supports the ground truth generating tool (GTGT), a tool kept as simsegmentation stage and labeling prediction. Annotating ple as possible, dedicated for a video detector calculating
consists of identification and naming of objects (key ob- measurement of road traffic [11]. This tool is one of the
jects) and identifying associated actions (events). These key elements of the INSIGMA project [3].
descriptions are stored as MPEG-7 XML files.
In [9, 16, 17] ViPER (Video Performance Evaluation
Resource) tool is presented. It consists of several separate
tools. ViPER-GT is a toolkit (written in Java and avail-

4

Usefulness of GTGT in the development of video detection software

able under GPL) for visual data ground truth generation
and storing them in custom XML format. The area cov- GTGT is an ancillary tool created in Matlab [4] for the
ered by the annotation possibilities starts at medium-level purpose of supporting the development of video detection
visual tasks (object detection) and ends at high-level im- software. Road traffic data generated by the video detecage understanding (events). The exemplary applications, tor must be interpreted and compared against ground truth
taken from [16], are: text detection and extraction, face generated by a human operator. This makes it possible to
detection and identification based on landmark points, and assess the accuracy of results and indicate those fragments
a rule based event detection system. The ground truth data of the algorithm that need to be corrected.
can be compared with a result data using ViPER-PE (PerThe process of improving the video detector and the
formance Evaluation) tool.
role of GTGT is presented in Figure 1. It should be emThe VIA (Video Image Annotation tool) [5, 6] is a phasized that GTGT is not only ground truth data genertool with more extensive functionality. Several sophisti- ator. It also allows to configure the measurement points
cated components like object recognition based on low- and can analyze result data from video detector softlevel features, face detection and motion were built into. ware. Thanks to this GTGT becomes a tool for supSVM (Support Vector Machine) was used for classifica- porting a video detector development. A cooperation betion. The learning process is preceded by a manual gen- tween GTGT and video detector can be divided into severation of ground truth data. It consists of description of eral stages (see Fig. 1):
automatically separated segments or indicating and anno-

Stage A: View selection

tating them manually.

A key element affecting the results generated by the

Video analysis systems vary greatly and tools for gen- video detector is selecting the appropriate view. The camerating ground truth are almost always kept as universal as era should be placed suitably high so that the recorded
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Fig. 1: GTGT in the development of video detection software. Stages A..F are described in the text

Fig. 2: A screenshot of the GUI of the GTGT when creating/modifying the scene configuration
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scene includes the entire junction or a significant part of as the end of the line and points defining polygons, can
it. This makes it possible to differentiate between lanes. be freely moved, changed, added or removed. The conThe image needs to be of suitably high quality, and the figuration is written to a text file and read by the video
camera must not vibrate. The results can be affected by detector and the GTGT. A screenshot of the GUI of the
lighting, weather and many other factors. GTGT is not GTGT during creating/modifying scene configuration is
used at this stage, although if necessary it makes it pos- shown in Fig. 2. Transition between the configuration
sible to review the recording frame by frame or by in- mode and data generation mode is possible at any point
crementing every few frames. Next the appropriate scene while using the tool.
configuration needs to be prepared.

Stage C: Generation of results using the video detector

Stage B: Creating/modifying scene configurations

A video detector is a program using the configuration
A configuration is a collection of appropriately ar- and scene analysis algorithms to calculate traffic data. It
ranged lines and measuring fields. On its basis, traffic saves measured values (number of vehicles on line Z, codata is calculated by the video detector and the operator ordinates of the center of gravity of a vehicle crossing line
of GTGT. The configuration includes (see Fig. 2):
V, and coordinates of the point marking the end of a queue
• Lines for counting vehicles (Z). When a vehicle in field K - see Fig. 2) in the text file. This file is then ancrosses the given line the appropriate counter is in- alyzed by the GTGT: visualized in stage D and compared
cremented. If the line is positioned correctly, it is with ground truth in stage F.
Stage D: Preliminary analysis of results from the video
possible to count vehicles moving in a given direction after leaving the junction.

detector
The results generated by the video detector need to be

• Lines for measuring vehicle speed (V). Multiple detection of characteristic points for the vehicle crossing a given line makes it possible to calculate its
speed.

visually analyzed. GTGT is able to filter events connected
with each of the configuration elements. Depending on
the element, GTGT superimposes on film appropriate results (events, as described in stage C), thus enabling the

• Fields marking the traffic queue area along the given assessment of the accuracy of the location of the conlane (K). The vehicle furthest away from the centre figuration elements. Moreover it is possible to calculate
of the junction along the queue marks its length. The the number of vehicles counted in a given frame interval,
velocity at a given moment or mean velocity, and length
point is sought within each field.
of queue at a given moment. By eliminating perspective,
• Rectangles for detecting camera vibrations (D). Calculating and interpreting the difference between
frames makes it possible to detect camera vibrations.

the distance measured in pixels can be converted to obtain
queue length in meters and velocity in km/h. GTGT facilitates these operations: the operator can define a "dummy

An example configuration is shown in Fig. 2. Lines Z and queue area" covering the appropriate region of the screen.
V are usually merged. The name of each element (apart Locations of the defined points supplemented by the real
from fields D) contains geographical direction defining distances between them are used to compute the perspective transform.
where the vehicle is moving from or to.
GTGT makes it possible to create new and modify ex-

At this stage, prior to the time-consuming stage of gen-

isting configuration simply and easily. Its elements, such erating ground truth, it is possible to return to stage B, that
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Fig. 3: GUI of the GTGT (configuration elements listed in frame B are visible)
is modifying configuration. If the result is unlikely at any is generated by selecting the appropriate configuration elconfiguration element (e.g. when a measuring line is too ement from the list and confirming by clicking on the corlong), it is possible to modify the configuration or change rect point within the frame (see Fig. 3, panel Marking, dethe view. It is essential to set the configuration elements scribed as B). Generating ground truth occurs according
correctly, since they can have a significant impact on the to the following rules:
video detection results.

• the vehicle is counted when it leaves line Z,

Stage E: Generation of ground truth

• velocity is measured by clicking the same distinctive
point of a vehicle twice: when it arrives on line V

The main purpose of GTGT is to enable the human

and when it leaves,

operator to generate ground truth of traffic parameters
simply and quickly.

By reviewing a fragment of the

recording frame by frame, the operator is able to generate ground truth by performing several clicks following

• queue length is measured when the last vehicle in
field K stops. The user clicks the point the furthest
from the centre of the junction.

accepted norms. The intuitive and easy to use interface Generated ground truth is written to file similarly to the
makes it possible to skip between frames (field A, Fig. 3), results from the video detector, making it possible to comzoom a region of interest, and play back a sequence of pare them.
frames. The elements of the configuration are superimposed on the film, as shown in Figs. 3, 4, 6. Ground truth

Stage F: Comparative analysis of results
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The next functionality provided by the GTGT is comparing data from the video detector with ground truth.
This can be done graphically or statistically.

Graphs

generated for each of the configuration elements separately present corresponding data for the selected range
of frames. Statistics encompasses mean and/or maximum
values. Comparative analysis can be conducted by the
GTGT interface (panel Comparison in Fig. 3) or by a ded- Fig. 4: Stages of counting the bus in frames: a) 6069, b)
icated script expanding the abilities of the GUI. The script 6072, c) 6075 (P - ground truth data, A - video detector
results)
makes it possible to select the frame range, configuration
elements, and method of calculating velocity. The GUI
makes it possible to superimpose the video detection results and ground truth directly on film frames while they
are being viewed. This wide range of methods of presenting the comparison results makes it possible to pinpoint
the location when the results do not agree and identify a
cause quickly. Examples of how the tool can be used are
described in Chapter 5. The full set of ground truth data
is not required for the correct operation; it can be generated for selected fragments of the film and for selected
configuration elements. It helps to save time if, for example, just one function of the video detector needs to be
tested. If the results obtained at stages D and F are not
satisfactory, the video detector needs to be adjusted and
checked whether the changes affect the results by return-

line ZV-W (number of vehicles counted by the video detector and by the operator). As the bus is long and is of
uniform color, the video detection algorithm (using optical flow) detects it as several separate objects. As a result
each object increases and decreases the vehicle counter
(Fig. 5, frames a, b, c). This is due to the merging of
objects that are close together. The graph shows that the
video detector has counted one fewer vehicle than the operator generating ground truth. This is likely due to two
vehicles crossing the measuring line at the same time. By
analysis of a situation where the video detector incorrectly
splits or merges vehicles, it is possible to modify the configuration or the algorithm itself in order to reduce the
number of such events.

ing to stage C. If the configuration has not been changed,
stage E is omitted (Fig. 1).

5

Experimental results

The usefulness of the GTGT will be presented using two
examples. The first describes a situation when the video
detection algorithm unnecessarily splits a vehicle into several parts. The second describes methods of calculating

Fig. 5: Comparative graph: counting the bus in frames: a)
vehicle velocity. The situation presented in Fig. 4 shows a 6069, b) 6072, c) 6075
bus driving across a measurement line. As well as configuration elements, the frame shows the vehicle’s real veloc-

The next situation is shown in Fig. 6. The figure shows

ity (above the bus) and the current state of the measuring six frames associated with velocity measurements. In

Image Processing & Communications, vol. 20, no. 2, pp. 17-28
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the first and fourth the sign ’+’ corresponds to ground of vehicles divided by three (because the measurements
truth generated by GTGT (clicking a characteristic point). are performed every third frame). It is calculated and preFrames two to six present the center of gravity of de- sented always because it is the only information about vetected object calculated by the video detector on every locity generated by video detector. Based on these data
third frame (starting from frame 6267 - ’x’ signs). The GTGT makes it possible to calculate mean velocity for
video detector tracks the vehicle on every third frame be- a given vehicle. To calculate it, temporary velocities are
cause the algorithm is capable to analyze about 8 frames grouped for each vehicle. The velocity can be calculated
per second. The VA value in Fig. 6 is the current vehi- either as an arithmetic mean (horizontal pink dotted line
cle velocity calculated using data from the video detec- in Fig. 7) or median (horizontal green dot-dashed line in
tor, while VP is the mean actual vehicle velocity based Fig. 7).
on ground truth. When the vehicle is on the measurement
line video detector calculates consecutive positions of its
center of gravity. The registration of coordinates of the
vehicle’s center of gravity on subsequent frames makes it
possible to calculate the vehicle’s velocity. But the final
calculation can be performed in different ways (Fig. 7).
GTGT software compares these methods and facilitates
the selection of the best.

Fig. 7: Comparative graph: calculating vehicle velocity in
subsequent frames (6267-6282)
Another method for calculating mean velocity is calculating the difference between the extreme measurements
obtained for a given vehicle and dividing them by the
number of frames between them (horizontal dashed black
line in Fig. 7). Real velocity is calculated from ground
truth data using the same method. The above description concerns the velocity calculated as pixels per frame.
Knowing the FPS (frame per second) parameter of the
Fig. 6: Comparing the data needed for velocity calcula- recording/stream and eliminating perspective make it postion: x - tracking the center of gravity by the video de- sible to convert this value to kilometers per hour. The
tector, + - characteristic point localizations obtained from
visual comparison of the results of calculating vehicle veGTGT
locity (see Fig. 7) allows to investigate which is the most
The first method of calculating velocity available in the accurate for the given view or the given measurement line,
GTGT is a temporary one (vertical dotted red lines ter- and applying it as appropriate. Using graphs such as those
minated by a circle - see Fig. 7). This is the distance be- shown in Fig. 6 and 7 makes it possible to track the retween two consecutive measurements of centers of gravity sults of video detection algorithm. Looking at a graph
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of velocity for a given configuration element, it is easy crepancies were detected. The presented examples show
to pinpoint situations when the velocity calculated using usefulness of the GTGT. The modular construction of the
video detector differs significantly from actual velocity. application makes it easy to expand and adapt to the verBy analyzing the recording frame by frame, it is possible ification of other tasks, e.g. choosing suitable frame resto investigate the shifting of the vehicle’s centre of grav- olution, dealing with camera vibrations, lighting changes
ity and find potential reasons for this difference. Using the or bad weather conditions (heavy rain, fog). In order to
specific example shown in Fig. 6 and 7, the most accurate reduce its dependence on MATLAB, there are plans to
result was obtained for a median (of temporary velocities) rewrite the code in C++.
as a method of calculating mean velocity. Differences between mean values and actual velocity (shown in Fig. 7)
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